Are We There Yet?
INSTRUCTIONS

Choose a wagon to place in FREDERICK. Each player rolls the dice, and whoever has the highest number goes first. Roll the dice and go the specified number of spaces. Draw a card and follow any instructions. Whoever gets to LANCASTER first wins.

♫

FAMILIES

These are names of actual Jewish families who lived in Fredericktown during the eighteenth century: Lazarus Family, Levy Family, Cohan Family, Frank Family, Bush Family
No kosher food available. Family waits through next turn.
Shabbat comes. Family rests at an inn through next turn.
Family comes down with *dysentery*. Roll dice. Five or above, you survive. Below five, perish.
Susquehanna River bridge washed out. Roll dice. Must get above a seven to cross river. Continue rolling dice each turn until seven or above is reached.
Horse needs 
*horseshoes*. Lose one turn.
Business back home prospers. Go two more spaces.
You’ve gone the wrong way! *Turn around* and go back two spaces.
Children get cholera. Lose one turn.
Smallpox outbreak. *Roll dice.* Seven or above, you survive. Below seven, perish.
Another family offers shelter for an evening. Go one more space.
Caught in Revolutionary War battle. Perish.
Wagon axel breaks. Go back two spaces.
Treated to a feast by another traveling Jewish family. Go two spaces.
Read *anti-semitic article* in a local newspaper. Go back one space.
Write a letter to the editor of newspaper against anti-semitism. Go forward two spaces.
Thieves steal your money while you sleep. Go back three spaces.
Copperhead snake bites you. *Roll dice.* Four or above, you survive. Three or below, perish.
Find patches of native Maryland plant, Jewelweed, an antidote to poison ivy. Collect some and go forward one space.
Hear screams of a terrified woman. Run to help but it’s just a barn owl screeching. Make camp for the night and rest one turn.
Stop at beautiful Cunningham Falls in Catoctin, MD. You are just 18 miles north of Frederick. Everyone enjoys a break from travel for one turn.
Come down with *tuberculosis*. Roll dice. Four or above, you survive. Three or below, perish.
Fish for large-mouth bass at Lake Marburg, PA. Roll dice. Six and above, catch enough for dinner. Five and below, your family goes hungry.
Trade for a cast-iron *frying pan* at the Catoctin Furnace in Maryland. Go forward one space.
Discover the remains of a Kittoctin Native American settlement.
Attempt fording river. Roll dice. Seven or higher, make it across safely. Six or below, wagon overturns and lose half of your food and clothing.
Find the fossils of Astrodon johnsoni, Maryland’s state dinosaur. Astrodon means “star tooth.” Go forward one space.